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Abstract

**Background:** Down syndrome (DS) is associated with poor language skills that seem disproportionate to general nonverbal ability, but the nature and causes of this deficit are unclear. We assessed how individuals with DS understand complex linguistic constructions, and considered how cognitive ability, memory and hearing level impact the ability of those with DS to process these sentence types.

**Methods:** There were three groups participating in the study: children with DS (n = 33) and two control groups composed of children with cognitive impairment of unknown aetiology (CI) (n = 32) and children with typical development (n = 33). Both groups were matched to those with DS on cognitive ability. Using a newly devised animation task, we examined how well individuals with DS (n = 33) could understand relative clauses, complement clauses and adverbial clauses compared to children with CI and typically developing controls. Participants also completed the Test for the Reception of Grammar-2, three measures of memory (forward and backward digit recall, visuo-spatial memory) and a hearing screen.

**Results:** Results indicated that (1) with the exception of intransitive subject relative clauses, children with DS performed at floor on all other complex sentences, (2) they performed at a significantly lower level than both control groups, and (3) DS status accounted for a significant proportion of the variance over and above memory skills.

**Conclusions:** Our findings suggest that children with DS have a disproportionate difficulty understanding complex sentences compared to two control groups matched on mental age. Furthermore, their understanding of syntax is not completely explained by poor cognitive or memory skills, rather it appears to be a specific deficit that may distinguish children with DS from other neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Introduction

Down syndrome (DS) is the most common genetic cause of intellectual disability. A diagnosis of DS is given when an error in cell development results in an extra copy of chromosome 21, so there are 47 chromosomes rather than the usual 46. DS can also be the result of mosaicism, when only some cells include an extra copy of this chromosome, or translocation, when part of chromosome 21 attaches to another chromosome.

The majority of individuals with DS have a moderate intellectual disability (Chapman & Hesketh, 2001); however, IQ scores can span from the severe to the average range (Roizen, 2007). Language difficulties in children with DS are well documented, particularly those affecting vocabulary, phonology, morphology, and simple sentence structures (Dodd & Thompson, 2001; Eadie et al., 2002; Laws & Bishop, 2003; Price et al., 2007). However, information regarding these children’s understanding of complex syntax is very limited. In addition, although children with DS have increased risk of a number of difficulties likely to influence their language development (involving limited cognitive ability, hearing level and memory skills) the relationship between these factors and language competence is not straightforward and has never been investigated in relation to the complex syntactic abilities of this population. We aim to address this gap in the literature.

Our previous research has shown that children’s performance on language comprehension tests can be heavily influenced by task demands (Friselle et al., 2017). Previous studies have tended to use multiple-choice tasks that have a heavy cognitive load and make demands beyond the linguistic. Given that people with DS have a cognitive impairment, we anticipated that these tasks may underestimate their comprehension abilities. For the current study, we used a novel method of assessment, designed to minimize non-linguistic demands. We hypothesised that this may reveal a greater level of syntactic understanding than when using a traditional multiple-choice format.

Complex syntax

The term ‘complex sentence’ is used to refer to constructions that have more than one clause, linked in specific ways. This can be done through co-ordination (using connectors such as and or but) or subordination, where there is a main clause in which an element is embedded or expanded into a subordinate clause. There are three distinct types of subordinate clause; complement clauses, adverbial clauses and relative clauses, and all three are the focus of the current paper. Examples of each clause type are given in Table 1. Complement clauses are the earliest developing form of complex sentence (Diessel, 2004) and are often used with mental state verbs such as know and think. In a complement clause, the embedded sentence serves as one of the arguments of the verb in the matrix clause (Quirk et al., 1985). The complement clause can therefore be the subject, object or indirect object of the main verb. In this paper we are concerned with complements that serve as the object of the main clause. In adverbial constructions the two clauses are linked semantically, most commonly using temporal (e.g. when) or causal (e.g. because) connectives. Finally, a relative clause serves to post-modify the noun in the main clause. They are usually defined according to (a) the sentential position of the modified noun phrase and (b) the role of the relativized noun phrase in the embedded clause. In this study, in keeping with children’s early production of relative clauses (see Diessel, 2004), we focused on relatives that modify the main clause object. In addition, we included relative clauses, where the relativized noun phrase realizes a range of syntactic roles, such as subject, object, oblique and indirect object.

Language characteristics of children with DS

The characteristic profile of language abilities in those with DS suggests that receptive language is typically better than expressive language (Chapman et al., 2002; Laws & Bishop, 2003) and that vocabulary is stronger than syntax. The latter is evident in both receptive and expressive modalities (Abbeduto et al., 2003; Berglund et al., 2001; Chapman et al., 1991).

Much of the work in relation to syntax has focussed on expressive language and primarily on spontaneous language production. Given the marked differences between children with DS and their age-matched peer group, it is customary to compare their language profiles with that of younger, typically developing (TD) children. This makes it possible to see whether language development is merely following a typical, but markedly delayed, course, or whether there is a distinctive profile with strengths and weaknesses in specific aspects of language. Individuals with DS have been reported to produce fewer complex noun phrases, verb phrases, sentence structures, questions and negations than TD individuals of a similar non-verbal age (Price et al., 2008). A limited production of passives has also been reported (Bridges & Smith, 1984; Fowler, 1990; Ring & Clahsen, 2005). In relation to complex syntax specifically, Thordardottir et al., (2002) analysed 12-minute narrative samples from 24 adolescents with DS (mean age 16.5 years) and a control group of younger TD children matched on mean length of utterance (MLU). Co-ordinated sentences, clausal complements and relative clauses were all noted in the narrative samples, with no significant differences between the groups in either the proportion or the diversity of complex sentences used. However, Thordardottir and colleagues did highlight the degree of variability in the group with DS.

Although deficits in syntactic comprehension have been reported in individuals with DS, (see Fortunato-Tavares et al., 2015; Michael et al., 2012; Perovic, 2006; Ring & Clahsen, 2005) the range of structures investigated is narrow and complex syntax has been given little or no attention. When complex syntax is involved, it has been in the context of standardized measures, in which different syntactic structures (both simple and complex) are grouped together and a composite score is reported (for example using The Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language-Revised (TACL-R) (Carrow-Woolfolk, 1985) or the Test for the Reception of Grammar (TROG-2) (Bishop, 2003). It is, accordingly, not possible to tease out the potential contribution of the complex constructions included in these tests to the scores achieved.
In addition, we have found that children’s performance on language comprehension tests can be heavily influenced by the specific demands of the assessment method employed (Frizelle et al., 2017). The format used in the TACL-R and TROG-2 is the traditional multiple-choice sentence picture-matching presentation, where the goal is to select from an array the picture that matches a spoken sentence. The other images are distractors that represent alternative interpretations of the sentence and the child is required to rule them out in order to respond correctly. These competing interpretations are presented so that only children with a deep understanding of the construction will choose the correct item. However, this format is likely to lead to children failing for reasons other than a lack of linguistic knowledge. In particular, it can disadvantage children (such as those with DS) who are inattentive and impulsive, and those who do not appreciate the need to scan the array carefully to choose between similar-looking items. We developed a new test (TECS-E: Test of Complex Syntax-Electronic) that was designed to minimise such demands by using a format where the child sees a specific animation and has to judge whether it matches a spoken sentence. Because this is in effect a two-choice test, it is necessary to give at least eight items per structure to distinguish chance performance from understanding. Using this approach we found that TD children as young as 3;06 years showed understanding of some complex constructions that they had found difficult when tested using the more traditional multiple choice picture-pointing approach (see Frizelle et al., 2018a).

### Table 1. Understanding of syntax in children with Down syndrome relative to mental age matched controls.

The grammatical morphemes subtest measures inflectional and derivational morphology. The Elaborated Sentences subtest measures simple and multiclause sentences – e.g., active or passive voice, direct or indirect objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Language measures</th>
<th>Performance relative to mental age matched controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbeduto et al. (2003)</td>
<td>DS (n = 25) Fragile X (n = 19) TD (n = 24)</td>
<td>TACL-R subtests Grammatical morphemes Elaborated sentences</td>
<td>DS vs Fragile X = significantly poorer DS vs TD = slightly poorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapman et al. (1991)</td>
<td>DS (n = 48) TD (n = 48)</td>
<td>TACL-R subtests Grammatical morphemes Elaborated sentences</td>
<td>DS vs TD = similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapman (2006)</td>
<td>DS (n = 20) CI (n = 16) (Unknown aetiology)</td>
<td>TACL-R subtests Grammatical morphemes Elaborated sentences</td>
<td>DS vs CI (Unknown aetiology) = poorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finestack et al. (2013)</td>
<td>DS (n = 24) Fragile X (n = 22) TD (n = 27)</td>
<td>TROG-2</td>
<td>DS vs TD = poorer DS vs Fragile X = similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joffe &amp; Varlokonta (2009)</td>
<td>DS (n = 10) WS (n = 10) TD (n = 10)</td>
<td>TROG-2 TAPS</td>
<td>DS vs WS = similar DS vs TD = poorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws &amp; Bishop (2003)</td>
<td>DS (n = 19) SLI (n = 19) TD (n = 19)</td>
<td>TROG-2</td>
<td>DS vs SLI = similar DS vs TD = poorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price et al. (2007)</td>
<td>DS (n = 45) all boys TD (n = 45)</td>
<td>TACL-R subtests Grammatical morphemes Elaborated sentences</td>
<td>DS vs TD = poorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosin et al. (1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Miller-Yoder Language Comprehension Test</td>
<td>DS vs TD = poorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennington et al. (2003)</td>
<td>DS = 28 TD = 28</td>
<td>TROG</td>
<td>DS vs TD = poorer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Receptive language and cognition in DS

Although it is tempting to consider cognitive ability a core factor in explaining receptive language differences between those...
with DS and other groups, the literature is not consistent in this regard, particularly in relation to vocabulary. Several studies suggest that the receptive vocabulary of those with DS is in keeping with that of cognitively matched children with typical development, (Chapman et al., 1991; Miller, 1995; Laws & Bishop, 2003) while other studies suggest a lower performance from those with DS (Caselli et al., 2008; Hick et al., 2005; Price et al., 2007). The literature regarding syntactic comprehension appears to be more homogenous with the majority of studies showing that those with DS have a lower than expected understanding of syntax relative to their non-verbal cognitive skills (Abbeduto et al., 2003; Chapman et al., 1991; Joffe & Varlokosta, 2009; Laws & Bishop, 2003; Price et al., 2007; Rosin et al., 1988). However, it is important to note that most of these studies have used the same assessment measures, with a significant focus on morphology and simple syntax and few embedded sentences. Some studies have compared those with DS to mental-age-matched TD controls, while others have matched cognitive ability with other cognitively impaired groups such as those with Williams syndrome, Fragile X syndrome and those with specific language impairment. This makes it possible to see whether there is a distinctive profile specific to those with DS relative to other groups who have a language and or cognitive impairment. A summary of the findings comparing those with DS with other groups, on their understanding of syntax is shown in Table 1.

### Memory characteristics of children with DS
Individuals with DS show particular difficulties with verbal short-term or working memory tasks (Jarrold & Baddeley, 2010; Jarrold et al., 2002; Laws, 2002) even when compared to other groups with cognitive delay, who do not have DS (Bower & Hayes, 1994; Chapman, 2006; Laws, 2004). In contrast, their visual memory skills are often superior to, or at least in keeping with these groups, (Bower & Hayes, 1994; Chapman, 2006; Rowe et al., 2006) suggesting that their memory deficits are specific to language.

Laws (1998); Laws (2004) reported a strong correlation between verbal short-term memory and a reduced mean length of utterance, as well as language comprehension difficulties. A strong relationship between memory and syntax has also emerged. Chapman et al., (2002) took a number of measures, at four time intervals over a 6-year period, from 31 individuals with DS between the ages of 5 and 20 years. They reported that along with chronological age, both verbal and visual working memory, were significant predictors of syntactic comprehension ability. In addition, Chapman & Hesketh (2001) reported these factors to be key predictors of expressive syntax at the onset of their study. The connection between memory ability and syntactic difficulties in those with DS is also evident in work by Michael et al., (2012). Michael and colleagues took a number of memory measures from individuals with DS, and a TD group matched on vocabulary, including digit span, word span, a spatial memory task and a sentence repetition task. Both groups performed similarly on all measures, with the exception of the sentence repetition task. They suggested that when compared to digit and word span, the syntactic processing load of a sentence was particularly difficult for the individuals with DS to parse and recall.

Because the current study focuses particularly on complex sentences, and these constructions require the parsing of different clauses over a more lengthy time span (Martin & McElree, 2009; Marton et al., 2006), we might predict that short term and working memory would be particularly relevant to the ability of someone with DS to understand them. However, to our knowledge, this has never been investigated in relation to this population.

### Current study
In sum, given the limited scope of previous research on comprehension, in terms of both methods and linguistic structures, we are uninformed about how individuals with DS process and understand specific complex structures as well as how cognitive ability, memory and hearing level impact the ability of those with DS to deal with these sentence types.

Our first aim was to investigate how well individuals with DS can understand complex structures such as relative clauses, complement clauses and adverbial clauses. Based on findings that individuals with DS produced relative and complement clauses in their narrative samples (Thorardottir et al., 2002), we hypothesised that many of those with DS would be able to understand these constructions, although, on the basis of prior literature, we anticipated considerable performance variation. We compared strengths or weaknesses seen in those with DS to two other groups: (a) those with intellectual disability but of unknown aetiology (matched to those with DS on non-verbal mental age), and (b) a group of TD younger children at the same non-verbal mental age. This allowed us to identify whether those with DS have a characteristic syntactic profile relative to the other two groups. Based on previous findings (such as those reported by Abbeduto et al., 2003; Chapman, 2006; Laws & Bishop, 2004) we hypothesised that those with DS would perform similarly to those with an intellectual disability of unknown origin but more poorly than the TD group matched on non-verbal ability. Based on data from TECS-E with TD children aged from 3:06 to 5 years (see Frizelle et al., 2018 a) we anticipated an order of difficulty within each family of constructions (relative, complement and adverbial). Within the five types of relative clause we expected children to have the least difficulty with intransitive subject relatives, with other relative clause types being of a similar level of difficulty. Within adverbial clauses we expected causal adverbials to be the least demanding, followed by those that are temporal, with conditional adverbials causing the greatest difficulty. Finally, we anticipated that sentences using the verb pretend would be the least difficult complement clause items and that those using the cognitive state verb think would be the most difficult to understand.

We also examined how children performed on TECS-E relative to a standardized test of grammar using the multiple-choice format. In the standardized measure (TROG-2; Bishop, 2003) children must show an understanding of the syntactically simple constructions before they progress on to those that are more complex. Therefore, by applying the discontinue rule, if a given number of items are failed, children will not be tested on complex sentences. Here, in order to compare test administrations
between TECS-E and TROG-2, we always administered block S (relative clauses) from TROG-2 at the end of the test, even if the stopping criterion was reached. This block of four items uses relative clauses attached to a main clause object, two of which are similar in construction to those used in the TECS-E (albeit with some lexical differences—a noun rather than a pronoun in the head noun position: The girl chases the dog that is jumping) and two of which incorporate prepositional phrases (The cup that is on the box is red).

Finally we considered how far comprehension difficulties in those with DS were associated with cognitive ability, verbal short-term or working memory abilities and hearing thresholds, and whether these associations differed according to the assessment format used. We predicted correlations of comprehension scores with all three variables, though performance on particular clause types would differ, as discussed above. Given the additional cognitive load involved in a multiple-choice format, we hypothesised that children’s performance on this task would correlate more highly than TECS-E with overall cognitive and memory abilities.

Our pre-registered hypotheses https://osf.io/5ntvc/ were as follows:

1) Individuals with DS will be able to understand a range of the complex sentences tested, although we expect considerable individual variation.

2) Those with DS will perform more poorly overall than TD controls but at a similar level to those with cognitive impairment of unknown origin.

3) Children will have greater difficulty understanding comparable constructions on the multiple-choice test than on the animation task.

4) Cognitive ability, verbal memory, working memory and hearing level will predict performance in the DS group.

5) Cognitive, verbal and working memory abilities will account for more variance on the multiple-choice than on the animation task.

Methods
Participants
A total of 47 participants with DS were recruited to the study. The study was conducted between November 2017 and May 2018, in the Republic of Ireland, where the prevalence of DS is one in every 546 live births (Johnson et al., 1996). Parents/guardians confirmed the DS diagnosis. Children were recruited through local parent support groups, postings on social media and through organizations representing people with DS. Of those recruited, 14 were subsequently excluded; 4 children were non-verbal and therefore did not meet the expressive criterion below; two were unable to attempt the experimental task; 1 had a significant hearing loss and 2 were in the severe to profound range of intellectual disability. This resulted in 33 children with DS participating in the study. With the exception of 5 children with DS who attended special schools, all others attended mainstream schools. To avoid floor effects only those with a mental age of 3.06 years and above on the Leiter International Performance Scale 3rd Edition (Leiter-3) (Roid et al., 2013) were included and children were required to be capable of producing 3-word utterances at a minimum. The sample size was calculated using a power analysis from a hierarchical linear regression analysis, with an expected effect size of 0.19 (see below for justification).

For the comparison groups, 32 children with cognitive impairment of unknown aetiology (CI) and 33 TD children were also recruited into the study. Those with typical development were recruited from mainstream schools and preschools, and those with CI were recruited from both special and mainstream schools. Both groups were matched on cognitive ability to those with DS, using the Leiter-3 (Roid et al., 2013) (F (2, 95) = 2.077, p < 0.131). TD children were included on the basis that they had never been referred for speech and language therapy, had typical language abilities (based on teacher and parental reports), and had no known neurological or hearing difficulties. All groups spoke English as their first language and the language of the home, and both control groups underwent hearing-screening tests across the same frequency range as those with DS. The descriptives for each group are given in Table 2.

Power analysis
For our main hypothesis, the best estimate of effect size came from prior studies that compared those with Down syndrome to TD controls on composite measures of syntactic comprehension. We calculated the average effect size for the difference between those with Down syndrome and mental age matched TD controls. We made the assumption that the effect size for the difference between those with cognitive impairment of unknown origin and those with typical development is similar in magnitude to the previous average effect. Cohen’s d values were calculated for each piece of metadata and then converted to $f^2$ for use in the sample size calculation. The conversion was done for two groups using the formula $f^2 = d^2/2k$, where $k$ is the number of groups and $d$ is Cohen’s $d$. We use used $f^2$ as our measure of effect size as this corresponded to our method of analysis, linear multiple regression.

The median effect size from prior literature was 0.19. This was entered into G*power software (F test, linear multiple regression: Fixed model, $R^2$ increase (a priori; see Faul et al., 2007). The sample size required with two tested predictors (intellectual level and Down syndrome status) at 90% power and alpha = 0.05 was 70, giving an estimate of 23 participants per group.

We had anticipated that our subsequent analyses would incorporate the additional predictors of memory and hearing level, giving a total of five predictors, and estimated total sample for same power level of 93. However, we also expected to be able to drop one predictor, depending on the results of our first analysis. If there was no group effect, the group term could be dropped, and if the Down syndrome group differed from the other two groups, then the group comparison could be coded in one
variable. The effect number of predictors would therefore be four, with a required total sample size of 86. Accordingly we aimed for a sample of 30 participants per group.

Ethics
The Cork Teaching Hospitals Ethics Committee granted ethical approval for the study (ECM 4-07/10/14). Informed written consent was obtained from the parents/guardians of all participants. Each participant also completed an assent form.

Procedure
Assessments were administered in a quiet room at the pre-school, school or special school that each participant attended. The assessments were completed in three sessions and included the following:

**Leiter-3.** This is a non-verbal test of cognitive ability involving four core subtests: figure ground, form completion, classification and sequential order. Figure ground is a visual interference task, which involves the identification of images embedded within a picture stimulus that gradually increases in complexity. Form completion assesses the ability to recognize the 'whole object' from a randomly displayed array of its fragmented parts. Classification is a sorting task that involves categorizing objects or geometric shapes (such as coloured circles) and sequential order requires the child to understand the relationship between shapes/blocks in order to find the missing elements at the end or in the middle of a series. The test is designed to require no language for administration.

**Memory assessments.** These included versions of the digit recall and backward digit recall subtests from The Working Memory Test Battery for Children (WMTC-C) (Pickering & Gathercole, 2001), adapted for delivery through a laptop. Digit recall involves immediately recalling a series of numbers in the order they were presented and is considered a measure of verbal short-term memory. Two measures were taken from each of the digit recall tasks: (a) the number of trials in which the participant successfully recalled all the items in their correct serial order (span); (b) the number of trials in which the participant recalled all the items in each set presented, regardless of the order (accuracy). The former is the more typical way that items are measured on span tests. However, because relatively low levels of performance were expected, in order to avoid floor effects, the latter measure was also included. Backward digit recall involves repeating a list of digits in reverse order and is regarded to be a measure of working-memory, as it requires both the storage and processing of information. To reduce the likelihood of floor effects additional practice items were given when administering this subtest.

To ensure a consistent presentation both subtests were administered with the aid of a tablet. Within each number sequence, individual numbers were highlighted on the tablet screen to indicate the pace at which they should be read aloud. The screen was visible to the administrator but not to the person completing the test. Using the touch screen the administrator inputted the numbers as the participant recalled them. If the participant changed their mind, a reset button allowed the administrator to re-enter the digits recalled. Responses were stored and scored automatically on the tablet.

Visuo-spatial memory was assessed using a version of the block recall test from the WMTB-C (Pickering & Gathercole, 2001).

---

### Table 2. Characteristics of Participants with Down syndrome (DS), cognitive impairment of unknown aetiology (CI) and typical development (TD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DS (N = 33, 12 boys)</th>
<th>CI (N = 32, 17 boys)</th>
<th>TD (N = 33, 16 boys)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA, months</td>
<td>115.24</td>
<td>15.51</td>
<td>119.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV IQ</td>
<td>69.24</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>70.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA, months</td>
<td>79.27</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>83.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD span</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD Accuracy</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>17.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD span</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD Accuracy</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS Span</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS Accuracy</td>
<td>19.03</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>19.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing threshold</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>11.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CA, chronological age; NV IQ, non-verbal IQ (as measured by the Figure Ground, Form completion, Classification and Sequential Order subtests of the Leiter-3); MA, mental age; FD, forward digit; BD, backward digit; VS, visuo-spatial.
adapted for tablet presentation. Participants were presented with an array of nine identical images (of a leaf) behind which there were cartoon monsters. Beginning with one and gradually increasing in number, monsters were revealed for a period of 4 seconds. The participant was required to recall the location of the monsters by touching the appropriate leaves on the screen. The programme was designed so that the number of attempts could only equal the number of target monsters. Again two measures were taken for this task: the number of trials in which the child successfully recalled the monsters in the correct order presented (span) and the number of trials in which the child recalled all the monsters in each set presented regardless of the order (accuracy). Scoring was automated and saved to a .csv file.

The memory tasks were used as positive controls in the study, to confirm that the DS group had a cognitive profile characteristic of that previously described in the literature, therefore giving results regarded as typical of this population. We expected to replicate the finding that participants with Down syndrome have poor verbal short-term memory but preserved visuo-spatial memory relative to mental-age-matched controls (Jarrold & Baddley, 2010).

**Hearing.** The hearing of each participant was tested using a Madsen (Micromate 304) portable screening audiometer. This testing took place in the same room used for the language assessments. Pass/fail data was collected for each ear at 25 and 45 dB. Participants were tested at 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz. The total number of passes achieved for both ears on all tested frequencies, was calculated as the hearing status variable.

**TROG-2.** TROG-2 (Bishop, 2003) is a multiple choice sentence picture-matching task. Participants listened to a target word or sentence and from a choice of four, they were required to identify the corresponding picture. In the usual administration, items are presented in blocks, each focusing on a particular grammatical structure. Syntactically simple sentences are presented first followed by those that are more complex. Individuals are required to pass all four items within each block and testing is discontinued when the individual fails five consecutive blocks. For the purposes of this study, we always administered block S from TROG-2 at the end of the test, even when the stopping criterion was reached. This block of four items uses relative clauses attached to a main clause object, similar to the sentence types used in the sentence verification task described below.

**TECS-E complex syntax comprehension task.** This is a newly devised sentence verification task using animations, which was presented on a Microsoft Surface Pro 4 tablet computer with a 12.3” (2736 x 1824 pixel) touch screen display. The tablet was placed on a table in front of each participant. Participants were shown 114 test animations in total, each with an accompanying auditory test sentence. All test sentences were pre-recorded by a native female English speaker. The 40 animations represented one of 5 types of relative clause, 32 animations depicted 4 sentential complements, 32 animations represented four adverbial clauses and there were 10 catch items. Catch items are designed to detect those that showed a yes bias. A description of each of the animations is available in Supplementary File 1.

The relative clauses were all full bi-clausal relatives, each attached to the direct object of a transitive clause. The five types included subject (transitive and intransitive), object, indirect object and oblique. Object relatives were discourse relevant in that they had an inanimate head noun and a pronominal subject (see Kidd et al., 2007). Pronominal subjects were also included in the indirect object and oblique clause structures, again to reflect structures used in natural discourse.

Sentential complements included four complement-taking verbs, three of which were mental state verbs (think, know, pretend) and one of desire (wish). Adverbial clauses included two temporal (before, after), one causal (because) and one conditional (if).

The test sentences were chosen on the basis of pilot work carried out by the first author, work completed by Diessel & Tomasello (2000); Diessel & Tomasello (2005) and research by Frizelle & Fletcher (2014) and Frizelle et al. (2017). Based on the British National Corpus, the sentences include high-frequency nouns and verbs. Vocabulary was also cross-referenced with the English MacArthur Bates Communicative Development Inventory (CDI; Fenson et al., 2007) to ensure an early age of acquisition. Example test sentences for each structure are shown in Table 3.

The animations were shown in one of two standard random orders (forward/backward) to control for order effects. In previous work, we have used a 10 items for each structure, with a smaller range of structures. For the current study, we used eight animations for each structure i.e. each relative clause type, complement taking verb and adverbial clause, to avoid tiring children while testing a range of structures. Of the eight animations, four matched the structure and four did not. The design of those that do not match was dependant on the structure being assessed. In the case of relative clauses there was always an alternative to the head noun to which the relative clause was referring. For example, the representation of the sentence *He laughed at the girl she threw the ball to* included another girl in the animation who was holding a ball. Where the animations matched the given sentence, the action was carried out on the head noun as expected (in this case the girl she threw the ball to). However, when the animations did not match the sentence the action was carried out on the alternative (the other girl). Examples of correct and non-match items are available on YouTube, at https://youtu.be/d3dz_m8zTvc and https://youtu.be/FMxYzSyCs34, respectively.

In the case of complement clauses non-match items were verb-dependant. Complement clause animations depict think/not think (the non-match item showing that the person in the animation has seen what has happened), know/not know (the non-match item showing that the person has not seen what has happened), pretend/not pretend (the non-match item showing that the person is using the object for what it is intended) and wish/not wish (the non-match item showing that the person already has the desired object). Examples of correct and non-match

Regarding adverbial clauses, the non-match items for those that were temporal were shown in the order of the events depicted (before/after). For the adverbial because, non-match items were represented by depicting the event as it was described by both verbs, but not causally (e.g. for the sentence The girl cried because the boy pushed her, the animation showed a girl who was initially crying but then stopped before the boy pushed her). Finally for the conditional adversial if, the non-match items were depicted as untrue/not if (e.g. for the sentence If the gate was open the horse could walk away the animation showed that the horse was tied up so that even if the gate was open he could not walk away). Examples of correct and non-match adverbial clauses are available at https://youtu.be/ILsCSUriGRU and https://youtu.be/Cd-EBpCtzZw, respectively.

Animations were on average 6 seconds in length. Children were simultaneously presented with each animation and a pre-recorded sentence orally. They were given the opportunity to hear each sentence-animation pairing more than once if needed, however this was rarely asked for. Children were asked if what was shown in the animation matched the sentence they heard and to respond by touching either the smiley or sad face on the Surface Pro 4 tablet touch screen. Total scores were calculated for each child and for each construction type. We used binomial theorem to establish that a total TECS-E score of 64 or above was significantly different from chance performance at a probability level of 0.01. When comparing success rates on different construction types, a score of 7 or 8 out of 8 items correct was scored as a ‘pass’ and a score lower than this as a ‘fail’. The probability of scoring 7 or more correct by guessing was computed by the binomial theorem as p < 0.035.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using R Statistical Software (R Core Team, 2018).

1) Binomial Theorem was used to establish a response threshold that was above chance for the TECS-E and TROG assessments.

2) Multiple regression analysis was used, in which total score on the sentence verification task was the dependent variable, and intellectual level (impaired/unimpaired) was the predictor variable. We then compared the two groups with intellectual disability and included age in the model with sentence verification as the dependent measure.

3) Hierarchical linear regression was used to determine the contribution of explained variance by predictors for the sentence-verification task (TECS-E) and TROG-2 (a multiple-choice comprehension task) respectively. In addition, we calculated the 95% confidence interval around the $R^2$ values in the regressions using the CI.Rsqlm function from the psychometric package in R. This was used to compare total explained variance of predictors in both dependent measures.

| Table 3. Example test sentences for each complex sentence. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Relative clause | Example sentence |
| Subject intransitive | He found the girl that was hiding. |
| Subject transitive | He pushed the girl that scored the goal. |
| Object | The boy picked up the cup that she broke. |
| Oblique | The man opened the gate she jumped over. |
| Indirect object | She kissed the boy she poured the juice for. |
| Complement clause | |
| Think | She thinks the boy’s hair is dry |
| Know | He knows the girl broke the chair |
| Pretend | The boy is pretending he ate the chocolate |
| Wish | The man wishes he was on the bus |
| Adverbial clause | |
| Before | The boy played football before he watched TV |
| After | The box fell after the man opened it |
| Because | The girl cried because the boy pushed her |
| If | If the boy was taller he could get the teddy |
Results
Children's understanding of complex sentences – a comparison of the three groups

Our first hypothesis was that, based on the performance of young TD children, children with Down syndrome would be able to perform at above chance level on complex sentences when assessed using the sentence-verification task (TECS-E), designed to minimise extra linguistic and cognitive demands. Our results were contrary to our hypothesis, in that only 39% of the children with DS performed at a level above chance. This was in stark contrast to the two control groups, the majority of whom performed above chance level (74%) in the CI group and all of whom performed above chance in the TD group. Complete raw data for this study can be found on OSF (Frizelle et al., 2018 b).

There is the possibility of response bias when completing a task that requires a yes/no response, whereby the child may always give a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response when they do not understand the construction presented. In order to examine this we converted the proportions of hits and false positives to a d` prime measure (McNicol, 1972) and plotted this against the proportion of correct ‘Yes’ responses (see Figure 1). If there is no response bias then the % correct that are ‘Yes’ should be around 50%. The plot shows clearly that for most children, when they do not understand, they are biased towards a ‘Yes’ response, however there are a couple of children with DS who show a ‘no’ bias.

Our second prediction was that children with Down syndrome would perform at a similar level on TECS-E to those with cognitive impairment of unknown aetiology but at a lower level to those with typical development (matched on mental age). We first performed a multiple regression analysis in which total score on the sentence verification task was the dependent variable, and intellectual level (impaired/unimpaired) was the predictor variable. In line with prediction, there were substantial effects of intellectual level, with the intellectually impaired children achieving an average score of 25.12 points less than the TD children (p < 0.001), despite being matched on mental age. In a second regression we compared the two groups with intellectual disability and included age in the model. Here, the results were contrary to our predictions in that there was a highly significant effect of DS. Children with DS achieved an average score of 10.25 less than the CI group (p < 0.001) showing a disproportionate difficulty in their ability to understand complex sentences. The performance range of each group is illustrated in the plot at Figure 2.

Our third prediction was that children with Down syndrome would have greater difficulty understanding comparable constructions on the TROG-2 (a multiple-choice comprehension task), than on TECS-E. Here we could not make a statistical comparison as children with DS performed at floor on the TROG-2. We discuss this further in our qualitative analysis.

Predictors of children’s performance on TECS-E. Our next prediction related to the factors that were associated with children’s performance on TECS-E. We hypothesised that the ability of children with DS to understand complex sentences would be explicable in terms of their deficits in verbal short-term memory, working memory and hearing level. To investigate this, we conducted a hierarchical linear regression analysis using...
likelihood ratio tests. The results are shown in Table 4. In the first step, mental age was entered into the model in order to control for its effect on all children’s performance. This was followed by the memory variables (forward and backward digit accuracy scores) both of which were highly significant in accounting for a further 62% of the variance in TECS-E score. Note the accuracy scores were used for both forward and backward span tasks and although children were attempting to repeat the numbers in reverse order for the latter, the accuracy score does not take sequential order into account. For this reason, we are considering the backward span task to reflect verbal short-term memory rather than working memory. Finally, DS status was entered into the regression and although it only accounted for an additional 2% of the variance, the contribution was significant ($p = 0.011$). This shows that children’s performance on TECS-E is not completely explained by their poor memory skills and that DS status makes an independent contribution to children’s performance on the task. There was insufficient variation in children’s hearing threshold; therefore, it was not added to the model.

Our final prediction relates to the question of whether cognitive and memory variables would account for more of the variance in children’s performance on the multiple-choice comprehension task (TROG-2) than on TECS-E. Given the additional executive demands of multiple-choice comprehension tasks (Frizelle et al., 2017) we anticipated that this would be the case. To test this prediction, we carried out a parallel regression analysis using the same independent variables as those previously described, but using TROG-2 raw score as the dependant variable. As before, mental age was entered into the model first to control for its effect. It accounted for 6% of the variance in TROG-2 score ($r^2 = 0.06$ $p = 0.009$). This was followed by the memory variables, which accounted for a further 67% of the variance in total TROG score (both $p < 0.001$). Finally, the DS variable was entered into the model, accounting for a further 1.2% of the variance in children’s performance on this assessment. The results were in keeping with our prediction and are shown in Table 5. A key question was whether the prediction of TROG-2 scores by the mental age and memory measures was better than prediction of TECS-E scores: to check this, we calculated the 95% confidence interval around the $R^2$ values. The 95% confidence intervals overlapped (TECS-E: 0.576–0.775; TROG-2: 0.656–0.823), indicating that the difference in magnitude between the estimates was not reliable.

**Qualitative analysis of different clause types.** Our final analysis as outlined in our pre-registered report was a qualitative one. In this analysis we calculated the proportion of children in each group that passed each construction on the sentence verification task (shown in Table 6), where a pass was defined as a score of 7 or 8 out of 8 items correct. This allowed us to document the order of difficulty of the different complex sentence types in the three groups and to consider if the relative clauses followed the same rank ordering as observed in our prior study of TD 3- to 5-year-olds (Frizelle et al., 2018 a). An analysis of Table 6 shows that within each type of complex sentence (relative, adverbial, complement), all three groups performed best on relative clauses, while children’s performance on adverbial and complement clauses was similar within each group. With the exception of subject intransitive relatives, children with DS had significant difficulty understanding all other relative clause types. Their performance on adverbial and complement clauses was at floor (ranging from 0–9% of children passing these constructions). Children with CI of unknown aetiology also found subject intransitive relatives the least difficult construction to understand and their relative clause performance showed the following pattern: subject intrans > subject transitive = Indirect object > Object = Oblique. In relation to adverbial clauses they performed best on the causal adverbial *because* and found the conditional adverbial *if* the most difficult to understand. Complement clause performance showed the strongest understanding of *pretend* constructions, with *think* causing the greatest difficulty.
Table 4. Hierarchical linear regression: predicting sentence verification score from mental age, memory ability and Down syndrome (DS) status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variable (sentence verification score)</th>
<th>Predictor variables</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>R² increase</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio test between subsequent models (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Mental age</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mental age and forward and backward recall</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mental age, forward and backward recall, DS</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Hierarchical linear regression: predicting TROG-2 scores from mental age, memory ability and Down syndrome (DS) status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variable (TROG-2 score)</th>
<th>Predictor variables</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>R² increase</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio test between subsequent models (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Mental age</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mental age and forward and backward recall</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mental age, forward and backward recall, DS</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.025*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Proportion of children in each group that passed each construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>CI</th>
<th>DS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub intransitive</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub transitive</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect object</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverbial clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complement clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretend</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wish</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In relation to children with typical development, we can see that they performed near ceiling on all relative clause types. In a previous study (Frizelle et al., 2018 a), reporting on 3- to 5-year-olds, we reported the following hierarchy: intransitive subject > indirect object = transitive subject = object = oblique relatives (where ‘>’ refers to significantly greater than, and ‘=’ refers to no significant differences). However, the children included in the current study are considerably older, ranging in age from 5;01 to 7;09 years and we therefore expect a more stable performance across relative clause types. In relation to adverbial clauses, children with typical development had the greatest understanding of before temporal and because causal constructions, with the conditional if causing difficulty for 76% of these children. Within the complement clause constructions assessed, wish and pretend presented the least difficulty and think constructions were most difficult for children to understand.

Finally, in relation to participants’ performance on comparable relative clauses in the sentence verification animation task versus TROG-2 (a multiple-choice comprehension task) (Bishop, 2003), we previously noted that a statistical comparison was not possible (see section titled Children’s understanding of complex sentences – a comparison of the three groups), as children with DS performed at floor on the TROG-2. The comparable constructions included in both tests were the intransitive subject relatives (attached to a main clause object). These are deemed to be the earliest bi-clausal relative clause construction to emerge in young children’s expressive language (Diessel, 2004) and the easiest for children to repeat (Diessel & Tomasello, 2005; Frizelle & Fletcher, 2014) and to understand (Frizelle et al., 2018a). For a fair comparison between the two testing methods, we need to adopt a stringent scoring of the TECS-E, where a pass is credited for perfect performance (8/8 two-choice items correct); the probability of doing this well by chance (p = 0.004) is the same as for getting all four four-choice items correct on TROG-2. No child from the DS or CI samples achieved
this level of performance, and only five children (15%) from the TD group did this well. In contrast 26/33 (79%) of the TD children, 13/32 (40%) of the CI children and 6/33 (18%) of the DS children had perfect performance on the intransitive subject relatives on TECS-E. This is in line with our prediction that more children would pass these constructions on the sentence verification task than on TROG-2.

Discussion
The understanding of complex sentences in children with DS

Our current study aimed to investigate how well children with DS could understand complex sentences such as relative clauses, adverbial clauses and complement clauses. In contrast to previous studies in which standardized tests were used and both simple and complex constructions were reported on together, we designed a task that focused solely on complex sentences and that would allow us examine the relative ease or difficulty with which each construction type was understood. In addition, our task was designed to focus on children’s linguistic ability and to minimise the cognitive demands evident in assessments using a multiple-choice design, which are likely to disadvantage those with DS. Based on previous results from 3- to 5-year-old TD children, using this type of task, we hypothesised that children with DS would be able to perform above chance in their understanding of a range of complex sentences. However, contrary to prediction, we found that only a little over one third of children with DS performed above chance on these constructions, despite having a mean non-verbal IQ of 69. Our result is somewhat surprising given the complex syntactic expressive data reported on by Thordardottir et al. (2002) coupled with the fact that receptive language is usually superior to expressive, in this population (Chapman et al., 2002; Laws & Bishop, 2003). Despite the fact that clausal complements and relative clauses were noted in the narrative samples of individuals with DS in the Thordardottir study, children in the current study had significant difficulty understanding all three types of complex sentences assessed. However, one key difference between the current study and that of Thordardottir and colleagues, which could account for this apparent superior expressive performance, is the age profile of the participants with DS in each study. Children in the current study ranged in chronological age from 6:10 to 11:08, with an average mental age of 6:7 years, while those in the Thordardottir sample were adolescents spanning a chronological age range of 12:5 to 20:4 years; we are not given information on their mental ages. In addition, we cannot assume a similar trajectory across receptive and expressive domains. A number of studies have shown that expressive grammar in people with DS continues to develop throughout adolescence and possibly into adulthood (Chapman et al., 2002; Laws & Gunn, 2004), whereas those exploring syntactic comprehension report mixed findings; many suggesting that syntactic comprehension is likely to reach a plateau in late adolescence or even to decline with age (Chapman et al., 2002). Although not specific to complex syntax, a recent study by Witecy & Penke, (2017) found that receptive syntactic growth in those with DS continues through childhood into adolescence. Therefore, while our findings suggest that children with DS have significant difficulty understanding complex sentences at this point in their development (with an average mental age of 6:07 years), they may have the potential to understand them as they progress into teenage and adolescent years, with the corresponding increase in their cognitive functioning. A longitudinal study would be required to confirm this.

A comparison of those with DS and the two control groups (matched on mental age)

In our second hypothesis, we predicted that children with DS would perform more poorly overall than TD children matched on mental age but at a similar level to those with cognitive impairment of unknown origin. Again, our results did not support our prediction, in that the children with DS performed at a dramatically lower level than both control groups. Their significantly lower performance than the CI group shows that children with DS have a disproportionate difficulty in their ability to understand complex sentences even when compared to other children (matched on mental age) who are cognitively impaired. Our findings contrast with those of a number of previous studies comparing people with DS and those with intellectual or language impairment. Using the TROG-2 as the receptive language measure, studies such as those by Finestack et al. (2013), DS versus Fragile X; Joffe & Varlokosta (2009), DS versus Williams syndrome, and Laws & Bishop (2003), DS versus SLI, have reported a similar performance between each group pair. However, there are two important distinctions between the TROG-2 (Bishop, 2003) and the sentence verification task used in the current study. Firstly, the TROG-2 was not designed to focus solely on complex syntax and includes a range of syntactic constructions. Of the 20 blocks, 10 focus on simple sentences (for example, of the form SV, SVO, SVC and SVA), 1 block on reversible passives, 3 blocks on co-ordination, and the remaining 6 blocks focus on complex sentences. As is the case with most standardized measures that are designed for clinical use and not solely as research tools, children must show an understanding of the syntactically simple constructions before they progress on to those that are more complex. Therefore, by applying the discontinue rule, if a given number of items are failed, children will not be tested on complex sentences. Given the populations under scrutiny tend to have significant receptive language difficulties; it is probable that they were not assessed on the more complex constructions. If this were the case, their similar performance would have been based primarily on their understanding of simple syntactic constructions and this would account for our contrasting findings.

The other considerable difference between the TROG-2 and the sentence verification task used in the current study, is the aforementioned design of the TROG-2 (a multiple-choice sentence picture matching task). As we highlighted previously, linguistic tests using these multiple-choice tasks are high in executive cognitive demands (Frizelle et al., 2017) and likely to disadvantage those with cognitive impairment of any aetiology (including those with DS, Fragile X, Williams syndrome etc). It is plausible that the multiple-choice design lowered the performance of each of the cognitively impaired groups participating in these studies, which may have masked any potential differences in the ability of each group to understand a range of
sentence structures. In contrast, the sentence verification task is designed to minimise additional cognitive demands and may therefore be more sensitive to linguistic differences between the groups.

In addition to the studies that have used the TROG-2 as their measure of receptive language, there have also been two studies using the TACL-R (Carrow-Woolfolk, 1985) comparing people with DS with those with CI of a different aetiology. Both studies report similar findings to those in the current study, whereby those with DS performed more poorly than those with CI of unknown aetiology (Chapman, 2006) and those with Fragile X syndrome (Abbeduto et al., 2003). On the surface, one subtest from the TACL-R (Carrow-Woolfolk, 1985) on which the authors reported (Elaborated Sentences) is particularly relevant to the current study, as it includes complex sentences in its target structures (approximately 50% of the constructions are complex). However, as outlined in relation to the TROG-2, standardized tests tend to use a developmental design, where simple sentences are presented before those that are more complex and a ceiling rule is usually applied whereby the test is discontinued following a pre-specified number of incorrect responses (in this case three). It is therefore likely that the participants were not tested on many complex sentences. The TACL-R also uses a multiple-choice sentence picture matching design, the implications of which are discussed below (see Multiple-Choice v’s Sentence Verification Task). In addition, the contradictory evidence in relation to syntactic growth (Witecy & Penke, 2017) versus decline (Chapman et al., 2002; Laws & Gunn, 2004) as people with DS reach adolescence further complicates the comparison of findings. Therefore, despite evidence of a disproportionate difficulty for people with DS in each of the two aforementioned studies, it is difficult to compare their results with those found in the current investigation.

Our findings in relation to the TD group were in keeping with our hypothesis, in that children with DS performed at a significantly lower level than the TD controls. This result is consistent with previous findings (see Finestack et al., 2013; Joffe & Varlokosta, 2009; Laws & Bishop, 2003; Pennington et al., 2003; Price et al., 2007; Rosin et al., 1988).

Multiple-choice versus sentence verification task. On the TROG-2 (a multiple-choice comprehension task), both the DS and the CI group performed very poorly, with no children passing a block of items testing complex sentence comprehension; furthermore, only a minority of the TD children showed evidence of understanding these items. This was in stark contrast to performance on TECS-E, where the proportions passing 8 out of 8 items were 79%, 40% and 18% for the TD, CI and DS groups, respectively.

We should be careful not to over-interpret this finding, given that different sentences were used in the two assessments. Nevertheless, the results are consistent with a more controlled comparison of multiple-choice vs sentence verification methods by Frizelle et al. (2018a) with younger TD children. Even when identical sentences are used, it is never possible to equate items across different testing methods, because the multiple-choice method requires a set of distractors, depicting a range of different scenarios. Nevertheless, Frizelle et al. (2018a) found a consistent benefit for the sentence-verification method for young children, and we suggested this reflected the fact that sentences are presented in a manner more reflective of how we process language in natural discourse, with fewer processing and memory demands than in a multiple-choice test. By hearing the target sentence and seeing the animation at the same time, they can process the sentence in real time as they would in natural conversation. The presence of three distractors in TROG-2 requires the child to store in memory the arguments associated with each verb in order to rule them out. As we expected, our results show the impact of increased attention and memory demands to be particularly pertinent for the children with a cognitive impairment, who are likely to be disadvantaged using this assessment approach, in that the methodology is confounding their linguistic knowledge with other factors.

Predictors of performance on the TECS-E sentence verification task. In relation to the factors that would predict performance in children’s ability to understand complex sentences, our results, for the most part, are in line with what we predicted. Lack of variation in children’s hearing threshold meant we could not include this as a predictor variable in the model. However, in keeping with our hypothesis, verbal short-term memory was strongly predictive of children’s performance on TECS-E. In addition, DS status made an independent contribution to children’s performance, showing that children’s understanding of complex sentences was not completely explained by poor memory skills. Chapman & colleagues (2002) and Michael et al. (2012) have previously reported on the relationship between syntactic comprehension ability and memory in people with DS. Given our specific focus on complex sentences, which require the processing and integration of information from two clauses (Martin & McElree, 2009), it is not surprising that we find memory to play an important role. More surprising was the independent contribution of DS status over and above poor memory skills, which indicates that the language difficulties of children with DS go beyond those usually associated with limited memory and nonverbal ability.

Comparison of performance predictors on the sentence verification and multiple-choice tasks. In our final hypothesis we predicted that cognitive and verbal memory abilities would account for more variance on the multiple-choice than on the sentence verification animated task. We based our prediction on the aforementioned additional executive demands evident in multiple-choice comprehension tasks (Frizelle et al., 2017; Frizelle et al., 2018a). However, although the estimate of proportion of variance accounted for differed between the two tests, the confidence intervals of the estimates overlapped, and the estimates were high for both TECS-E and TROG-2.

Performance of children with DS on different clause types. Our qualitative analysis revealed that of the three complex clause types, children with DS performed best on relative clauses, while their understanding of all types of adverbial and complement clauses was at floor. However, a closer inspection of the data.
showed that their superior understanding of relative clauses was skewed by their ability to understand one specific relative clause type, intransitive subject relatives, and only one-third of the children with DS showed some understanding of these constructions. With the exception of intransitive subject relatives, the children with DS performed at floor on all other relative clause types. The finding that intransitive subject relatives were the least difficult to understand (when compared to relatives including a range of syntactic roles) is in keeping with previous research findings in relation to children with DLD (Frizelle & Fletcher, 2014) and children with typical development (Diessel & Tomasello, 2005; Frizelle et al., 2018a). This finding is also consistent with expressive acquisition data, (Diessel, 2004) showing that when children start to produce full bi-clausal relatives, the majority are of the intransitive subject form.

Conclusion
In summary, our findings suggest that despite using a method of assessment designed to minimise non-linguistic demands, children with DS have a disproportionate difficulty understanding complex sentences compared to two control groups matched on mental age. In addition, DS status made an independent contribution to how children performed on both the sentence verification (TECS-E) and multiple choice sentence picture-matching tasks (TROG-2) over and above their cognitive and memory ability. This shows that these children’s understanding of syntax is not completely explained by poor cognitive or memory skills and that a specific deficit understanding syntactic structures (even in children functioning in the borderline range of cognitive ability) may distinguish those with DS from other neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Thank you for inviting me to review this paper. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it and engaging with it.

This study is a welcome contribution to the body of research on language comprehension in Down syndrome. It is well known that individuals with Down syndrome have difficulties with language acquisition and language is more of a challenge for individuals with Down syndrome compared to other populations of similar levels of cognitive impairment. The current study addresses a gap in the literature by assessing language comprehension in a fairly large group of children with Down syndrome (n=33) using a novel task which focuses on complex (subordination) syntactic structures (relative, complement and adverbial clauses). Children with Down syndrome's performance is compared to that of children who have similar level of non-verbal ability and a cognitive impairment of unknown etiology and a typically developing group of younger children who have similar non-verbal abilities to the Down syndrome group. Unlike other studies, the main task in the current study is a forced choice in which the children respond with yes or no. The results reported show that children with DS perform at floor on the understanding of all types of complex syntactic structures under investigation apart from intransitive subject relative clauses. In addition, the children with Down syndrome perform lower than both control groups and the presence of Down syndrome seems to explain significant amount of variance. The real strength of the paper is the carefully designed task to assess a range of complex syntactic structures involving subordination, the relatively large Down syndrome group and the detailed analyses of the results.

Abstract:
This is well structured, but some points of accuracy need to be addressed.
1) the three groups were not matched, but rather did not significantly differ in terms of non-verbal mental age. Also it needs to be specified that it was non-verbal cognitive ability (rather than leaving it vague as 'cognitive ability')
2) in the Conclusions section, you need to be specific when you refer to mental age. I think you mean non-verbal mental age.

Introduction:
-the literature cited is current and relevant and presented and interpreted accurately.
- I am a bit puzzled as to why only subordination was investigated, given that complex structures can be defined as those involving subordination and coordination. Given that you focus only on complex sentences which involve subordination, I think this should be made specific in the aims of the study.

- Table 1 does not provide examples of each clause type.

- The paper by Joffe and Varlocosta was published in 2007 and not in 2009 (the online version appeared in 2009 but the paper version came first in 2007).

- You are basing your first hypothesis on a study by Thordardottir et al., 2002, who had much older participants in their sample. The ages of the children in your sample are closer to those in Joffe and Varlocosta (2007), although I know that this study doesn't specifically look at complement and adverbial clauses.

- I totally understand the point that standardised assessments like the TROG-2 are discontinued after a certain number of failed blocks, hence in many studies individuals with Down syndrome have never been assessed on those blocks which tap the understanding of subordination and we don't know how well they can comprehend complex syntactic structures. However, if a child is struggling to comprehend simple SVA or SVO structures, what are the chances that they would comprehend clauses involving subordination? Is there any evidence from typical or atypical populations to show that this would be possible, i.e. children do not comprehend simple structures like SVO but can comprehend complex clauses including different types of subordination?

- The research questions and hypotheses are clearly stated.

**Methods:**
The groups are of a good size and the power analysis shows that they are large enough for the proposed analyses.

**Results:**
- Given that the majority of children with Down syndrome in this study (61%) were at or below chance on the TECS-E, is this something that needs to be elaborated on in the Discussion? Specifically, there seems to be quite a large response bias towards YES responses, so the question is how suitable this task is for children with Down syndrome?

- When you discuss predictors of children's performance on the TECS-E and the hierarchical linear regression, and when you say that mental age was entered as a first step, do you mean verbal or non-verbal mental age?

- Further below, when you entered the memory variables, you seem to have only considered verbal STM and WM, but not visuo-spatial?

- Similar clarification on mental age and memory would be helpful when you discuss your final prediction (whether cognitive and memory variables account for more variance on the TROG-2 than on the TECS-E).

**Discussion:**
- The Discussion addresses the hypotheses.
I am wondering whether the TESC-E task was cognitively less demanding given that the children with Down syndrome performed almost at floor. What you seem to have shown in your study is confirmation of what some studies which had relied on standardised assessment measures have already implied and that is that children with Down syndrome may struggle or not be able to comprehend complex syntactic structures.

-Something for future research: if you want to find out whether having a yes/no task is cognitively less demanding than a task involving a choice of 4 pictures for children with Down syndrome, you need to look at a range of different structures (including simple and complex) using the 2 different tasks. By only focusing on complex syntax where the children were almost equally impaired in both tasks does not say much about task difficulty.

One final comment: the interpretation of the data and the final discussion do not offer a clear theoretical explanation. There is a comment at the end that there may be a syndrome specific deficit in understanding complex syntactic structures in Down syndrome. I wonder whether adding a more theoretical elaboration of the findings (for example their implication for domain specific versus domain general theories of language acquisition) may strengthen the paper.

Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?  
Yes

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?  
Yes

Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?  
Yes

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?  
I cannot comment. A qualified statistician is required.

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?  
Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?  
Partly

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.

Reviewer Expertise: speech, language and communication in children with Williams syndrome, Down syndrome

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
We thank the reviewers for their positive evaluation of the paper, and for the suggestions they have made to improve it. We document here how we have responded to each one (with the exception of stylistic/typographical changes, which we have generally incorporated).

Reviewer 1

1.1. Abstract reworded to cover the points raised

1.2 Focus on subordination
In the introductory paragraph on complex syntax, we discussed co-ordination as well as subordination, but noted that our focus is on subordination. We now add a sentence to explain this, and are more explicit in the Aims section.

1.3 Table 1 does not provide examples
Apologies. The wrong table was referred to. The tables have now be renumbered.

1.4 Reliance on the paper by Thordardottir et al. (2002) for their predictions despite difference in ages.
Yes, we were cognisant of the fact that the participants in the Thordardottir study were chronologically older, however they may be more cognitively impaired than the sample in our study. We also deemed it an appropriate study to refer to in the context of the structures that we are investigating. Very little work has been done exploring complex sentences involving subordination in this population.

1.5 Joffe and Varlokosta year of publication
We have corrected the year of publication in relation to the Joffe and Varlokosta paper.

1.6 If children fail simple structures on TROG, they are unlikely to pass complex ones.
We agree. The point we were trying to make was simply that the stopping criterion might make TROG insensitive for revealing subtle differences between groups because of limited range.

1.7 Bias to 'yes' responses.
We now say a bit more about this in the Discussion, noting (a) how further testing with additional very easy items could help distinguish whether a 'yes' bias was a general tendency of the child; and (b) considering why a 'yes' bias is likely to be the default response for a child who does not fully understand.

1.8 Use of term 'mental age'
We have clarified that when discussing our own study we are referring to nonverbal mental age throughout the paper.

1.9 Why is visuospatial memory not included?
The inclusion of Visuo-spatial STM in the method was as a positive control (to show that our results would be regarded as typical of this population and that there wasn’t some anomaly with our particular group of participants). When we pre-registered the study we outlined our analyses in
detail and did not power the study to include VSTM as a predictor variable.

1.10 Question regarding whether the TESC-E task was cognitively less demanding given that the children with Down syndrome performed almost at floor. Although most of the children with DS performed at floor we do see emerging understanding of the intransitive subject relatives. This is in keeping with young typically developing children who demonstrate an understanding of this construction before relative clauses that have other syntactic roles. Our previous work suggests that TECS-E is a less cognitively demanding task – we refer to the two studies below.


1.11 Suggestion re the need to include simple and complex sentences in future research to determine whether having a yes/no task is cognitively less demanding than a task involving a choice of 4 pictures for children with Down syndrome.

We agree that it would be helpful to look at both simple and complex sentence when comparing assessment methods in the future. However, our work with typically developing children shows that the design of distractors currently used in standardized tests (such as TROG-2, ACE) using a multiple choice format (when assessing complex sentences) is particularly problematic and is disadvantageous to those with difficulties in executive functioning. the design of distractors required to assess simple sentences may not be as problematic.

1.12 Theoretical discussion

We appreciate the suggestion to strengthen the paper by situating the results in the context of domain-specific vs domain-general theories of language development, but we have not taken this step because we are concerned that findings from atypical groups can be misleading. The problem is that something that looks like a rather pure and specific syntactic deficit can be the consequence of a downstream problem with a specific sensory or motor system very early in development. See Bishop, D. V. M. (1997). Cognitive neuropsychology and developmental disorders: uncomfortable bedfellows. Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 50A, 899-923. We feel that studies such as this one can help us disentangle the role of different cognitive systems on language development, but that accounts of language as domain-specific vs domain-general are too polarized.

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.
Nicola Botting  
Language and Communication Science, City, University of London, London, UK

Summary
Overall this is an interesting and well written paper which addresses some in depth questions regarding the language of children with Down Syndrome (DS). Previously studies have shown that people with DS have better receptive than expressive language and that vocabulary is better than syntax. This study presents important information on the understanding of complex sentences, and what other factors might predict this skill. The study has many strengths including the introduction, comprehensive assessment battery and careful procedure, as well as the large number of participants compared to much of the literature of this kind.

My main comments are around a shift in the paper from working memory to short term memory which seems to be driven by the use of a non-sequential backwards span score. Similarly, although a visual STM task was administered, it is not then used subsequently. Given the fact that verbal STM may be influenced by language skill (as well as the other way around), it would be interesting to know how non-verbal STM associated with syntactic scores and to discuss this. This may also help to make sense of the finding that VSTM did not explain more language variance using TROG compared to the TECS-E. It may be worth adjusting parts of the paper, including the overall interpretations, with these issues in mind.

I have detailed a number of comments below which I hope will be useful and enhance the paper further.

Abstract
p.2 In fact hearing level was not really considered (for good reason) and should maybe be taken out here.
p.2 The term impact is causally loaded. It may be that sentence processing impacts on cognition and memory.

Introduction
p.3 It would be useful to have some examples. The text says that examples are shown in Table 1 but in fact this is a summary of studies. May be there is a table missing here? Or is it Table 3 later?
p.4 The critique of the TROG-2 format is also relevant to most other groups with poor language, i.e. many children with DLD also show inattention and limitations in array scanning, which raises interesting wider questions about assessment of this type.
p.4 It might be interesting to raise the possibility of Dynamic Assessment here, which has been shown to be a reliable method of assessing early language.
p.4 The sentence beginning ‘Although…’ might read better as ‘Although it is tempting to consider cognitive ability as a core…’.
p.5 It would be useful to give a sentence or two summarising whether the authors think Table 1 does indeed show a unique profile of language for those with DS or not. At the moment it just says that it is possible to see whether there is a distinctive profile.
p.5 The authors introduce working memory here, but later do not use the assessments as WM measures in analysis. It might be useful to flag up the complexities of WM here?
p.5 It would have been helpful to have some justification for the prediction that pretend would be easy and think difficult.
p.6 Hypothesis 4 includes working memory even though backward span was included as a STM task.

Methods
p.6 The power analysis section might be better at the start of methods?
p.6 The sentence ‘We had anticipated…’ is difficult to read.
p.7 Backward digit span is described as an executive task, but this is slightly misleading since it is not used this way in the analysis. A note here commenting that the accuracy score does not give a WM measure would be helpful.
p.7 In general, some adjustments have been made to digit recall, which are all small but which may also add up: accuracy scores / additional practice trials / option to change one’s mind. A comment on this later in the paper might be warranted.
p.8 Some more information would be useful about the TECS-E in relation to test-retest reliability and internal consistency.

Results
p.10 OSF needs explaining in full on first mention.
p.10 I could not easily match the text with the figure – at what threshold are authors considering responses to represent a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ bias. There are 5 DS children below 50% and 4 below 40% but the text says ‘a couple of DS children’. Apologies if I have misunderstood the graph but if so, I suspect others may also.
p.10 Full statistical details for regressions 1 & 2 would be useful.
p.10 It would be helpful to know how many children scored at floor on complex constructions. Did all the children score 0? If not could the data be analysed categorically as did/did not score 0?
p.10 Working memory is again listed as a predictor, but is later followed by a statement on p.11 saying the measure is not WM.
p.11 Fig 2 would benefit from stating that this is the TECS-E on the axis and/or in the title.
p.11 Here I expected the block recall task to appear in the hierarchical models. Given that VSTM may be mediated by language ability, it would be interesting to know how non-verbal memory associates with the TECS-E. There may be a robust reason not to include it, for example maybe because this is a relative strength, but this information would be helpful to the reader since the measure is included in the methods.
p.11 The term qualitative is misleading here as this analysis uses numbers and is not ‘qualitative analysis’ in the way the term is often used. Perhaps ‘descriptive’ would be better suited?
p.11 The proportion of children passing adverbial and complement clause items is given as 0-9%. However, in Table 6, the adverbial ‘because’ shows a 12% pass rate. This may be because authors are later considerate of ‘because’ being an exception, but that may need explaining here.
p.12 Authors might consider reporting the constant value in hierarchical regression models for completeness.
p.12 The sentence ‘In relation to…’ was ambiguous on first reading and sounded as if it meant ‘In comparison to…’. Maybe change to ‘For children with…’ or ‘With respect to children with…’.
p.12 It would be worth emphasising here that the Frizelle study involves typically developing children. It also feels a little out of place to give this much detail from another study in a results section.
p.12 Again ‘(2018 a)’ should be ‘(2018a)’.
p.12 The sentence ‘For a fair comparison…’ is not very clear and could be reworded.

Discussion
p.13 At this point I began to think about the WM content of the Leiter, and also of assessments used in other studies to define cognitive impairment. The BPVS, TROG and other multiple choice format assessments might particularly disadvantage groups who have been defined as cognitively impaired using tests which tap into this weakness. The authors might want to raise a point about classification of CI more generally in research.

p.14 The argument that the TECS-E has fewer cognitive demands does not seem supported by the comparison of regression data, where variance explained by STM was similar whether the TROG or the TECS-E was used. I realise that the DS group were more able to access the TECS-E but given the overlap between VSTM and complex language in general (regardless of assessment) maybe there are explanations for this result which could be discussed. Perhaps for example Visual WM (or domain general capacity) would have shown differential relationships for the two assessments? Perhaps the TECS-E feels more naturalistic and is therefore more sensitive? It would be interesting to have some thoughts on this within the discussion.

p.14 Similarly, the statement that language difficulties of children with DS go beyond those associated with memory could be adjusted to say verbal short term memory since visual memory and WM are not included in the analyses and could well soak up the remaining variance represented by the group variable.

p.15 The conclusion also states ‘...understanding of syntax is not completely explained by poor cognitive or memory skills’. Again this could usefully read VSTM skills and possibly also say ‘as measured here’. A wider mention of the usefulness of digit span accuracy as a memory task might also be worth discussing earlier.

Many thanks for the opportunity to read and review this paper which will make a contribution to the field and will be read by academics and clinicians alike.

Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?
Yes

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?
Yes

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
Yes

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?
Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?
Partly

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.

Reviewer Expertise: Developmental disorders especially those involving communication difficulties

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
Pauline Frizelle, University College Cork, Cork, Ireland

2.1 Hearing level removed from abstract
Have reworded 'impact' to 'associated with'.

2.2 No examples in Table 1
Apologies. This was a labelling error also noted by the other reviewers. We have corrected it.

2.3 The relevance of difficulties with the multiple choice format for other groups with poor language e.g. DLD
We agree and have made this point in relation to multiple choice sentence picture matching tasks, in previous work (see Frizelle, Thompson, Duta & Bishop, 2018; Frizelle, O’Neill & Bishop, 2017).

2.4 Dynamic Assessment
While we agree that dynamic assessment is of interest in this context, we decided against introducing it here, because it might give readers the misleading impression that our study used it.

2.5 Question regarding whether the authors think Table 1 does indeed show a unique profile of language for those with DS or not.
We have rephrased and added the following line ‘While previous reports appear mixed and are somewhat dependant on the comparison group under scrutiny, previous literature suggests that children with DS perform at a similar level to those with Williams syndrome and specific language impairment.’

2.6 Complexities of working memory
We have added some clarification regarding what is involved in working memory tasks and given an example.

2.7 Justification for prediction that pretend would be easy, think more difficult
We have added this justification.

2.8 The inclusion of working memory in Hypothesis 4 even though backward span was included as a STM task.
The study was preregistered and with extra practice items we had hoped to use backward span as a working memory task. The children’s performance was such that it made more sense to use it as an STM task.

2.9 Positioning of the power analysis
We have moved the power analysis to the beginning of the methods section as suggested.

2.10 Description of backward digit span as an executive task but not used in this way in the analysis
We have added a note with respect to the implication of using an accuracy score for backward digit span

2.11 Comment on small adjustments made to digit recall task
We appreciate that a few small changes can add up to something more significant, however, we
were not calculating standard scores or comparing to published norms. The test was administered consistently across the three groups so that all children had the same experience. In addition the pace at which participants heard the numbers was consistent throughout, this is something not controlled for when span tasks are administered without the support of an electronic device. Children are also permitted to change their mind when the WMTB-C is administered in its standard form.

2.12 Some more information would be useful about the TECS-E in relation to test-retest reliability and internal consistency.

We do not have test-retest data, but do now report internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha).

2.13 Matching text with figure in relation to yes/ no bias

We have altered the text from 'a couple of DS children' to ‘4 DS children’ those scoring between the 40- 50 range are not considered to show a distinct bias.

2.14 Full statistical details for regressions 1 & 2 would be useful.

These have now been added

2.15 Did all the children scoring at floor score 0? If not could the data be analysed categorically as did/did not score 0?

Because participants had a 50% chance of getting the answer correct for each item on TECS-E we needed to establish what was chance performance in relation to a total TECS-E score. Given the yes bias it was highly unlikely that anyone would actually score 0. We believe that analysing children’s performance according to chance levels was a more appropriate reflection of children’s ability to do the task.

‘We used binomial theorem to establish that a total TECS-E score of 64 or above was significantly different from chance performance at a probability level of 0.01. When comparing success rates on different construction types, a score of 7 or 8 out of 8 items correct was scored as a ‘pass’ and a score lower than this as a ‘fail’. The probability of scoring 7 or more correct by guessing was computed by the binomial theorem as p < .036’

2.16 When referring to working memory as a predictor we have clarified our use of the term by adding in ‘accuracy score’ in parenthesis.

2.17 We have added TECSE to the title of figure 2

2.18 Question re why block recall task did not appear in the hierarchical regression models

The inclusion of Visuo-spatial STM in the method was as a positive control (to show that our results would be regarded as typical of this population and that there wasn’t some anomaly with our particular group of participants). When we pre-registered the study we outlined our analyses in detail and did not power the study to include VSTM as a predictor variable.

2.19 Use of the term qualitative analysis misleading

We have changed this to ‘descriptive’.

2.20 The proportion of children passing adverbial and complement clause items in text (when referring to causal adverbials) is not in keeping with table

This was an error. The 0- 9% has been corrected to 0- 12%

2.21 Authors might consider reporting the constant value in hierarchical regression models for
2.22 Note that Frizelle study was with TD children- too much detail from another study in the results section. We have reiterated that in the previous Frizelle study we refer to TD children. We believe the reviewer may have thought some of the detail given referred to this previous study and have added clarification re when we are referring to the current study.

2.23 The argument that the TECS-E has fewer cognitive demands does not seem supported by the comparison of regression data, where variance explained by STM was similar whether the TROG or the TECS-E was used. I realise that the DS group were more able to access the TECS-E but given the overlap between VSTM and complex language in general (regardless of assessment) maybe there are explanations for this result which could be discussed. Perhaps for example Visual WM (or domain general capacity) would have shown differential relationships for the two assessments? Perhaps the TECS-E feels more naturalistic and is therefore more sensitive? It would be interesting to have some thoughts on this within the discussion.

In our pre-registration visual WM was not included as part of our research questions/hypotheses and therefore we are reluctant to include it post hoc. We had discussed task demands with respect to TECS-E and 1) multiple-choice sentence picture matching tasks (not specifically TROG) and 2) sentence recall tasks in two previous papers and did not want to be overly repetitive here. We now refer the reader to these papers for a more detailed discussion.

2.2.4 Adjustment of statement that language difficulties of children with DS go beyond those associated with memory could be adjusted to say verbal short term memory (since visual memory and WM could well soak up the remaining variance)

We have added the word ‘verbal’ in relation to the memory skills as we do not include visuo-spatial memory in the regression models. We have stated that because we have used ‘accuracy score’ in relation to the backward digit span task, we are not considering this to be a measure of working memory. However, we do believe that the very process of trying to recall a number of digits in reverse order does alter this task from one of straightforward span.

2.2.5 We have qualified our statement ‘…understanding of syntax is not completely explained by poor cognitive or memory skills’ by adding the word ‘verbal’ and the phrase ‘as measured here’.

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.
Language acquisition is an area of special challenge for individuals with Down Syndrome. Many studies of both language comprehension and production have been conducted in an attempt to account for the language difficulties observed in children with the condition. However, as the authors note, the question of complex syntax understanding in Down syndrome is one that deserves further investigation; researchers believe that receptive and expressive syntax is an area of relative weakness but are still not clear on the extent of difficulties in this area. The purpose of the current article is to investigate the comprehension of complex syntactic constructions, including relative clauses, complement clauses (that serve as the object of the main clause), and adverbial clauses in children with Down syndrome by considering how memory and hearing ability influence the processing of these grammatical structures. Specifically, by using a newly devised animation task, Frizelle and colleagues test three groups of children, namely, one group of 33 children with DS and two control groups composed of i) 32 children with cognitive impairment of unknown aetiology (CI) and ii) 33 children showing typical development. These comparison groups were broadly equated to those with Down syndrome on a non-verbal measure of mental age. Overall, the results showed that the DS group performed more poorly on the majority of the test sentences than both control groups. The authors suggest that their findings cannot be explained by poor memory or other cognitive skills, but rather indicate a more specific syntactic deficit that distinguishes children with Down syndrome from other individuals.

Overall the paper is very well-written. The sample sizes for this work are good, the use of an animated syntax comprehension task has potential benefits, the measurement of hearing ability is both novel and welcome, and the preregistration of study hypotheses and availability of data are obvious further strengths. The literature review is also well informed, but the authors may be a touch too reliant on the paper by Thordardottir et al. (2002) for their predictions. That previous study used narrative data, which may not be representative of conversational performance, and Thordardottir and colleagues themselves noted that MLU may not be a suitable measure of language complexity for older individuals. There is also work from non-English speaking populations with Down syndrome that the authors could include.

It is somewhat unfortunate that individuals with Down syndrome perform so poorly on the TECS-E task that we learn relatively little about whether their profile of strengths and weaknesses across different types of complex syntactic structures is typical or atypical. The data indicate that, at the very least, comprehension of complex syntax is markedly delayed in Down syndrome, seen here relative to two groups of broadly comparable non-verbal abilities. The authors put forward good arguments for why the TECS-E task represents an advantage over tasks such as the TROG, and their data support these claims in showing more evidence of ‘success’ on aspects of their new measure than on corresponding blocks of the TROG.

However, at the same time we wonder whether there may be some advantages to the TROG format that aren’t present in the TECS-E task. In particular, might it be possible that providing concrete representations of response options at test makes aspects of a grammatic comprehension task easier, perhaps particularly for individuals with Down syndrome? In a sense the TROG is more like a recognition task, and the TECS-E more like a recall task. Given this, one can potentially ask whether providing response options at test might allow individuals who have generated something like an incomplete representation of the utterance to make a sensible best guess at the answer and show some degree of competence. Again, we note that the current data provide no evidence for this suggestion, but our own
anecdotal experience of working with participants with Down syndrome is that individuals often seem to struggle with the concept of ‘same vs. different’ and sometimes appear to have particular problems on tasks that require them to make such judgements. A related point is that if aspects of the task are difficult for individuals with Down syndrome, for whatever reason, then it is possible that they might give up on the whole task to some extent. The procedure isn’t completely clear on this point, but we assume that different sentence structures were interleaved with each other throughout the task. Work by Wishart suggests that motivational issues might particularly affect task performance among individuals with Down syndrome, and the yes bias which the authors extract so elegantly from the data might potentially reflect a response to overall task difficulty among individuals with Down syndrome which could affect performance on even the easier constructions.

In other words, before concluding definitively that individuals with Down syndrome have specific difficulties with the comprehension of complex syntax it would be good to check that there are not aspects of the TECS-E procedure which are not particularly difficult for this population to understand or respond to, and which might contribute to their apparent problems on the task. Future work with this form of procedure might usefully include simple structures where one would expect individuals to perform well, or ‘acting out’ tasks that require the participant to recreate the meaning of the utterance with toy figures. Alternatively, there may be aspects of the current data that can be used to show that individuals with Down syndrome do understand the basic logic of the task and were engaged with it – we note that a reasonable proportion of group ‘pass’ the sub intransitive relative clause items, and it might also be that the 10 catch trials could provide data relevant to this issue. Might it also be possible to examine the profile of performance of the subset of individuals with Down syndrome who appeared to clearly understand the TECS-E task?

Our other substantive points on the paper relate to other aspects of the authors’ hypotheses, but we make these points in the knowledge that the authors’ commendable decision to pre-register aspects of their study may understandably have limited their willingness to conduct post-hoc analyses:

The data clearly show that individuals with Down syndrome perform less well on the TECS-E than participants in the CI group. However, it may not be quite correct to suggest, as the authors currently do, that the three participant groups are ‘matched’ for non-verbal mental age. The p value for this comparison is not significant ($p = .131$), and as many in the literature have noted, finding a non-significant difference on a ‘matching’ measure is not the same as showing that groups are equated on that measure. Table 2 shows a slight tendency for non-verbal mental age to be higher in the CI group, and while it seems highly unlikely that this tendency towards a difference drives all of the group effect on TECS-E performance, it might be worth including non-verbal MA as a covariate in the test of prediction 2.

Similarly, while hypothesis 4 asks questions of the predictors of performance in the Down syndrome population, the corresponding analysis begins by analysing performance across the whole sample (see Table 4). Including group membership as a final step in this regression is not inappropriate, but because verbal short-term memory performance is clearly associated with group (see Table 2), entering this verbal short-term memory on the preceding step will have two effects. First it risks reducing the effect of group on the final step (though this is already significant). Second, it may suggest an association between memory and performance which is driven by extreme group differences and which is not reflective of the predictors of task performance in any group in isolation (a version of the ecological fallacy noted by Robinson, 1950). It may not be possible to carry out separate regression analyses for each group because of concerns about sample sizes and floor effects among the Down syndrome group, but it would be interesting to know whether verbal short-term memory and mental age are associated with performance on the TECS-E in just typically developing children.
A more minor point is that it while it might be correct to call the Leiter-3 a test of cognitive ability (p. 8), because this is only a single test it might be over stating things to imply later in the paper that the analyses capture the contribution of cognitive ability to syntactic understanding.

Finally we note some very minor typographic issues:

On page 3 the authors state that ‘example of each clause type are given in Table 1’. In fact it is Table 3 that provides these example.

On page 9 it is suggested that the probability of scoring 7 or 8 out of 8 trials of the TECS-E is less than .035. The exact probability is .0352, so less than .036 would be more accurate.


The references for Fortunato-Tavares et al. (2015) and Fowler (1990) papers are not in the correct position, alphabetically, in the reference list.
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3.1 Reliance on Thordardottir paper for predications a) narrative may not be representative of conversational performance b) MLU may not be a suitable measure of language complexity for older individuals

a) The literature suggests that (in relation to typically developing children) narrative elicitation yields more syntactically complex language than conversation (Westerveld and Vidler, 2016). The advantage of narrative over conversational sampling has been repeatedly reported (see Leadholm & Miller, 1992; Wagner, Nettelbladt, Sahlein, & Nilholm, 2000; Southwood & Russell, 2004; Westerveld et al., 2004). We therefore valued this paper as one in which people with DS could show their potential in relation to producing complex syntactic constructions.

b) We agree that MLU does not reveal a comprehensive picture of syntactic knowledge as children grow older (see Frizelle et al, 2018). However it is considered a reliable measure until about 48 months of age (Klee & Fitzgerald, 1985; Rondal, Ghinto, Bredart, & Bachelet, 1987; Blake, Quartaro, & Onorati, 1993) and the expressive language of many older individuals with DS is equivalent to that age. The main difficulty that we see in interpreting the Thordardottir paper is the lack of information on the participants’ cognitive ability.

3.2 Work from non-English speaking populations with Down syndrome that the authors could include

Given that complex syntax unfolds differently in different languages and our participants were English speaking we deemed it the most appropriate paper on which we could base some predictions. We have now included information on the Christodoulou and Grohmann 2018 paper, although we note that the design of the their comprehension task is such that participants with DS are likely to respond correctly without knowledge of complex structures.

3.3 Advantages to the use of TROG – perhaps providing concrete representations of response options at test makes aspects of a grammatic comprehension task easier, perhaps particularly for individuals with Down syndrome.

It is possible that in relation to simple sentence constructions that providing a concrete representation of different response options may facilitate a best guess at the answer. However, our work in relation to complex sentences suggests that the presentation of three alternative responses (where thematic verb argument mapping is required) does not facilitate an accurate response but serves to increase the cognitive load for the child by operating as salient competitors rather than facilitators of an incomplete representation (see Frizelle, O’Neill & Bishop, 2017; Frizelle, Thompson, Duta & Bishop, 2018).

3.4 a) Our experience of working with participants with Down syndrome is that individuals often seem to struggle with the concept of ‘same vs. different’ and sometimes appear to have particular problems on tasks that require them to make such judgements. b) if aspects of the task are difficult for individuals with Down syndrome, for whatever reason, then it is possible that they might give up on the whole task to some extent.

a) The first author worked clinically for a number of years with people with Down syndrome and
agrees that some individuals do struggle with the concept of 'same vs. different' however our data
does not suggest that this was a difficulty for our participants and this was reflected in their
performance on the catch items and on their emerging performance on the intransitive subject
relatives.
b) We saw no evidence of the participants with DS giving up. The reviewer is correct in that
different sentence structures were interleaved with each other throughout the task. In addition there
were 10 motivational items which we believe contributed considerably to the participants’
engagement with the task. Furthermore, because the individuals were seen over a number of
sessions they did not have to sustain their attention for too long with each task.

3.5 To rule difficulties understanding the task, future work with this form of procedure might usefully
include simple structures where one would expect individuals to perform well, or ‘acting out’ tasks
that require the participant to recreate the meaning of the utterance with toy figures

As the reviewers note elsewhere we included 10 catch items, the purpose of which was to reveal
difficulties understanding what was required in the task and to reveal children showing a 'yes' bias.
In addition, we included 6 practice items to assist with the participant's understanding of the task. If
children did not understand task requirements it is likely that they also had difficulty understanding
complex syntax. In relation to recreating the meaning of the utterance with toy figures, we note
previous literature in which this ‘act out’ method was criticized on the basis that it may
underestimate children's knowledge due to a competing acting bias i.e. children’s desire to play
with the toys rather than follow the instructions they hear (see McDaniel & McKee, 1998).

3.6 Might it also be possible to examine the profile of performance of the subset of individuals with
Down syndrome who appeared to clearly understand the TECS-E task? It might be worth including
non-verbal MA as a covariate in the test of prediction 2.
It may not be possible to carry out separate regression analyses for each group because of
concerns about sample sizes and floor effects among the Down syndrome group, but it would be
interesting to know whether verbal short-term memory and mental age are associated with
performance on the TECS-E in just typically developing children.

These are all interesting suggestions but we prefer to restrict our analyses to those we
pre-registered. Of course the data are available for others to do so if they so wish.

3.7 Not quite accurate to suggest that the groups are matched
We have rephrased this to explicitly state that there are no significant differences between the
groups on a measure of non-verbal cognitive ability

Minor issues
We have corrected the Table 1 labelling error
On page 9 we have changed the probability from <.035 to <.036
We have checked the reference order.
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